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Establishment of a Establishment of a 
systematic monitoring for systematic monitoring for 

electrosurgery instruments electrosurgery instruments 
in laparoscopyin laparoscopy

Frédy Cavin CSSD Manager   Frédy Cavin CSSD Manager   
CHUV- Lausanne - SwitzerlandCHUV- Lausanne - Switzerland
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CHUVCHUV
 Located in Lausanne and built in 1982Located in Lausanne and built in 1982
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CHUVCHUV
 Hospital of 900 of acute care bedsHospital of 900 of acute care beds
 23 operating room23 operating room
 20’000 surgery20’000 surgery
 CSSDCSSD

 3 sites 3 sites 
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Establishment Establishment 
of control of control 
under the under the 

microscopemicroscope

Magnification Magnification 
8X to 32X8X to 32X
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Incident in 2007Incident in 2007

 A patient had a lesion of A patient had a lesion of 
the small intestine the small intestine 
following surgery with following surgery with 
electrosurgery instruments electrosurgery instruments 
in laparoscopyin laparoscopy

 Second operation Second operation 
necessarynecessary

 Declaration of incidentDeclaration of incident
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What we find in the literature What we find in the literature 
on this subject ?on this subject ?
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Electrosurgical injuries are often the result of stray current
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Accidents reportedAccidents reported

 Burns leakage currentBurns leakage current
 Fatal perforation of the colonFatal perforation of the colon
 Necrosis and perforation of the bowel during Necrosis and perforation of the bowel during 

dissection of adhesionsdissection of adhesions
 Perforation of bile ductPerforation of bile duct
 ……
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What do the records ?What do the records ?

 Good practice SwitzerlandGood practice Switzerland
After cleaning, you should visually check After cleaning, you should visually check 

the the 
cleanliness of the components of cleanliness of the components of 

medical medical 
devices and medical device and devices and medical device and 

reassembled reassembled 
to ensure that no damage is likely to to ensure that no damage is likely to 

affect its affect its 
safety, integrity or proper functioning safety, integrity or proper functioning 
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FD S 98-135 (France)FD S 98-135 (France)

 Guide for control applied to reusable Guide for control applied to reusable 
medical devices medical devices 

 It can be sterilized only equipment as It can be sterilized only equipment as 
functional, capable of fulfilling its rolefunctional, capable of fulfilling its role
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Controls so farControls so far

 Visual inspection Visual inspection 
 Cleanliness Cleanliness 
 Integrity Integrity 
 DrynessDryness

 Control possible Control possible 
with a magnifying with a magnifying 
glassglass
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Reflexion for solutionsReflexion for solutions

 Collaboration with biomedical engineersCollaboration with biomedical engineers
 2 control devices found on the Swiss 2 control devices found on the Swiss 

marketmarket
 IsofoxIsofox®®

 InsulScanInsulScan®®

 Decision Decision 
 Make a preliminary test with the 2 devicesMake a preliminary test with the 2 devices







Connection to electricity





If non-comply: 
- ringtone 
- red light

Dring !!
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Fisrt test to monitor the Fisrt test to monitor the 
integrity of the intrumentsintegrity of the intruments

(July 2007)(July 2007)

 47 47 controlled instrumentscontrolled instruments
 IsofoxIsofox®®    3   3 instruments do not complyinstruments do not comply
 InsulscanInsulscan®®  17 17 instruments do not complyinstruments do not comply  

36 % !!36 % !!
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First conclusionFirst conclusion

 We identify more with the system We identify more with the system 
InsulscanInsulscan®®

 But we are not too severe ?But we are not too severe ?
 We did a test with new instruments and all We did a test with new instruments and all 

instruments were complyinstruments were comply
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DecisionDecision

 Buy device InsulscanBuy device Insulscan®®

 Routine checking each reprocessingRoutine checking each reprocessing
 When packagingWhen packaging
 In the U.S., before intervention which requires In the U.S., before intervention which requires 

a system control sterilea system control sterile
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Result 2008 (BOP5)Result 2008 (BOP5)

 1st control1st control
 TestedTested : :    240   240
 Non comply : Non comply :                26      26 
 In % :In % :            10.8 %   !!!!!           10.8 %   !!!!!
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In the operating room of the In the operating room of the 
maternitymaternity

 1st control1st control
 TestedTested : :     56    56
 Non comply : Non comply :                 7       7 
 In % :In % :             12.5 %   !!!!!            12.5 %   !!!!!

 We obtain similar percentagesWe obtain similar percentages
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Result 2008Result 2008

 2nd or more control2nd or more control

  BOP5BOP5    Maternity   Maternity
 TestedTested : :   6135  6135 481481
 Non comply : Non comply :      23      23             1            1
 In % :In % :        0.4 %       0.4 %     0.2 %    0.2 %
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Result 2009 (-> 31.7.2009)Result 2009 (-> 31.7.2009)

  BOP5BOP5    Maternity   Maternity
 TestedTested : :   5304  5304 14691469
 Non comply : Non comply :      14      14              8             8
 In % :In % :        0.3 %       0.3 %      0.5 %     0.5 %
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For StaffFor Staff

 Utility quickly understoodUtility quickly understood
 Easy to use Easy to use 
 QuickQuick

 To go to the contol tableTo go to the contol table
 Less of 10 secondsLess of 10 seconds

 Does not require additional staff resourcesDoes not require additional staff resources
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CostsCosts

 Control system : Control system : € 5’483.-€ 5’483.-
 Handpiece Handpiece : :     €     53.60€     53.60

 for 40 controlsfor 40 controls
 6616 contols = 165 x 53.6 = 8’865.-6616 contols = 165 x 53.6 = 8’865.-

 Change of insulation Change of insulation ::   €     76.50€     76.50
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WishWish

 It would have been desirable to determine It would have been desirable to determine 
various parametersvarious parameters
 the average time before a surgical instrument the average time before a surgical instrument 

is defectiveis defective
 or or 

the average number for a given before the the average number for a given before the 
surgical instrument is defectivesurgical instrument is defective

 but it must have a traceability system to but it must have a traceability system to 
the instrumentthe instrument
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ConclusionConclusion
 Today, in literature we find no desciption of the Today, in literature we find no desciption of the 

problems related to the fact that the instruments problems related to the fact that the instruments 
are not sterileare not sterile

 Procedures exist to validate the washer Procedures exist to validate the washer 
disinfectors, sealing systems and sterilizersdisinfectors, sealing systems and sterilizers

 My opinion is that we must do more to control My opinion is that we must do more to control 
the functionality of instruments and not simply the functionality of instruments and not simply 
wait for complaints of surgicalwait for complaints of surgical

 Systematic control of laparoscopic instruments is Systematic control of laparoscopic instruments is 
a means to arivea means to arive
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ConclusionConclusion

Thank you for Thank you for 
your attention your attention 

and and 
does not stay behind, does not stay behind, 

go for it !go for it !
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